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DRAFT AGENDA

prepared by the Secretariat

1. Opening of the session
2. Election of a Chair and two Vice-Chairs
3. Adoption of the agenda
   See the present document.
4. Consideration of proposals in Group 1 (four-fifths majority approval) after Vote 1 in NCLRMS
   See NCLRMS.
5. Consideration of proposals in Group 2 after Vote 1 in NCLRMS
   See NCLRMS.
6. Consideration of a proposal for amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the Committee of Experts
   See project CE332, Annex 1.
7. Appraisal of the Nice Classification revision process
   See project CE332, Annex 2.
8. Next session of the Committee of Experts
9. Closing of the session
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